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By AMIRAH KEAT ON

In yet another iteration of its  ongoing "Touch of Crude" campaign, Italian fashion brand Prada has cleverly chosen
the medium of photography to accent an adjacent art form.

This time around, Vincent Cassel of "Black Swan," Letitia Wright of "Black Panther" and other famed faces join in on
the spring/summer 2023 effort for an homage to filmmaking almost exclusively black-and-white in its entirety. The
pack of A-listers help officiate an ode to the very movie narratives that have served as sources of inspiration to the
luxury sector time and time again.

Campaign in contrast
In a celebration of cinematic history, the brand brings together both actors and models, fusing their likenesses under
a co-mingled visual study shot by British fashion photographer David Sims.

English actor Louis  Patridge for Prada spring/summer 2023. Image credit: Prada

The latest delivery of the overarching campaign, Prada and Mr. Sims' series is almost shockingly austere in nature.
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Contrasted edges of varying frames show the famed group under a more intimate, and much more real, light than
they are typically observed.

In this sense, what at first glance strikes the viewer as simple, pared-down imagery, begins to appear incredibly
intentional.

According to Prada, photos are meant to represent a multifaceted fragment of the human story.

American model Guinevere Van Seenus  for Prada spring/summer 2023. Image credit: Prada

Ferrinando Verderi is  responsible for the campaign's creative direction. The New York-based Italian native, formerly
creative director of Italian Vogue, further proving the point that Prada's choice of artistic heavyweights extends
behind the camera too.

Meanwhile, a talented lineup of actors help highlight the brand's latest collection, which features both men's and
womenswear.

Besides the aforementioned talents, South Korean entertainer and boy group member Jaehyun Jeong, English actor
Louis Patridge, and actor Hunter Schafer, who has acted in an ambassador capacity for the brand in the time since
her recent rise to fame, as well as models Guinevere van Seenus and Rachel Williams, front Prada's
monochromatic play.

Guyanese-British actress  Letitia Wright for Prada spring/summer 2023. Image credit: Prada

Key accessories such as the Prada Moon Bag, a new women's padded shoulder selection in nappa leather retailing
for $2,950, plus men's options a camera crossbody and leather tote among them are prominently positioned,
providing a clue in on sales drivers made seasonal priorities by Prada.

Cinematic effect
Founded in 1913, the Milanese leather goods shop will turn 110 this year.

Thus far, Prada's efforts have centered around a unique lens of steady reflection, one only able to be soundly
executed by a legacy luxury entity of the sort, as focus on intellectualism has slotted in alongside the house's
accessible designs for some time.

The brand's latest effort was itself preceded by "A Touch of Crude," an exercise in the exploration of modern
femininity directed by Nicolas Winding Refn and made available for free viewings in Milan earlier this month.

Prada co-creative directors Raf Simons and Miuccia Prada discuss the campaign in a conversation with director
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Nicolas Winding Refn

This set of serious values carries through to a strong list of brand ambassadors, such as actress Emma Watson, who
recently joined the brand to launch brand-first Prada Beauty with a standout project of her own (see story).

Collectively, luxury's focus on film has proven fruitful in terms of engagement as of late (see story).

In terms of whether these conceptual campaigns will translate into sales, though, is a question that will require
revisitation, as luxury's first quarter revenue reports of the new year roll out after March.
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